
VENEER

Bowl, tray, jars, napkin holder

Nome: Veneer

Designer: Patricia Urquiola



Bowl

Product Description

Veneer is a veil that delicately settles on the surfaces of the new products designed by Patricia Urquiola for Alessi.
The rhythm of the decoration ripples over the volumes, creating a pleasant wave effect. The movement of the texture 
reinterprets the grain of wood in a controlled manner, almost creating an optical illusion thanks to the fluid lines floating 
over the surface. Veneer thus constitutes a dreamy and distinctive pattern.

Patricia Urquiola

Veneer

Technical Notes
Veneer 
PU06/21 Bowl in18/10 in stainless steel with relief decoration - Ø cm 21
PU06/29 Bowl in18/10 in stainless steel with relief decoration  - Ø cm 29
PU06/21 BR Bowl in18/10 in steel coloured with epoxy resin, brown with relief decoration  - Ø cm 21 
PU06/29 BR Bowl in18/10  in steel coloured with epoxy resin, brown with relief decoration - Ø cm 21



Tray

Product Description

Veneer is a veil that delicately settles on the surfaces of the new products designed by Patricia Urquiola for Alessi.
The rhythm of the decoration ripples over the volumes, creating a pleasant wave effect. The movement of the texture 
reinterprets the grain of wood in a controlled manner, almost creating an optical illusion thanks to the fluid lines floating over 
the surface. Veneer thus constitutes a dreamy and distinctive pattern.

Patricia Urquiola

Veneer

Technical Notes
Veneer 
PU07 Tray in18/10 in stainless steel with relief decoration - Ø cm 42
PU07 BR Tray in18/10 in steel coloured with epoxy resin, brown with relief decoration  - Ø cm 42 



Napkin holder

Product Description

Veneer is a veil that delicately settles on the surfaces of the new products designed by Patricia Urquiola for Alessi.
The rhythm of the decoration ripples over the volumes, creating a pleasant wave effect. The movement of the texture 
reinterprets the grain of wood in a controlled manner, almost creating an optical illusion thanks to the fluid lines floating over 
the surface. Veneer thus constitutes a dreamy and distinctive pattern.

Patricia Urquiola

Veneer 

Technical Notes
Veneer 
PU08 Napkin holder in18/10 in stainless steel with relief decoration. cm 15x3 - h cm 12
PU08 BR Napkin holder in18/10 in steel coloured with epoxy resin, brown with relief decoration. cm 15x3 - h cm 12  



Jars

Product Description

Veneer is a veil that delicately settles on the surfaces of the new products designed by Patricia Urquiola for Alessi.
The rhythm of the decoration ripples over the volumes, creating a pleasant wave effect. The movement of the texture 
reinterprets the grain of wood in a controlled manner, almost creating an optical illusion thanks to the fluid lines floating over 
the surface. Veneer thus constitutes a dreamy and distinctive pattern.

Patricia Urquiola

Veneer

Technical Notes
Veneer 
PU05 Glass jar. Lid in 18/10 in stainless steel with relief decoration. 
PU05/50 cl 50 
PU05/75 cl 75
PU05/100 cl 100
PU05/150 cl 150 




